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Abstract 
Deterministic parsers have been proposed for two-level control grammars. These parsers are 
efficient in both time and space and are simple extensions of the standard LL(I) and LR( 1) 
parsers for deterministic context free languages. An important advantage of the parsers proposed 
here is that existing parser generator tools can be augmented to generate them from grammar 
specifications. Since there is a simple way of transforming to and from two-level control gram- 
mars and tree adjoining grammars (TAG), it appears that these techniques have potential use in 
a TAG parser. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, recognition algorithms for a class of grammar formalisms that gen- 
erate a strict superset of the set of context free languages have been the subject of 
study by computational linguists. These have been described as mildly context sensi- 
tive grammar jbrmalisms [3]. Tree adjoining grammars (TAG) first introduced in [4] 
belong to this class, and have been used extensively as the formalism underlying cer- 
tain linguistic theories for which it is generally accepted that context free grammars 
do not have adequate expressive power. Formalisms that have been shown in [IS] to 
be weakly equivalent to TAG (in the sense that the class of string languages generated 
by each is the same as that generated by TAG) are head grammars [8], combinatory 
category grammars [ 1 I ] and linear indexed grammars (LIG) [2]. Two-level control 
grammars are another interesting generalization of context free grammars introduced 
in [ 161 and are known to be weakly equivalent to the formalisms mentioned above. An 
advantage of having equivalent formalisms is that techniques natural to one formalism 
can be used for parsing within another. Examples of such uses are described in [ 151 
where algorithms for parsing LIG can be adapted for TAG, and in [9] where algorithms 
for Linear Prioritized Multiset Grammars are used for parsing D-tree grammars. 
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Parsing algorithms for context free languages have been extensively studied and 
are well understood. Since a two-level control grammar consists, more or less, of two 
context free grammars, one of which constrains derivations in the other, one is naturally 
led to investigate the question of whether individual parsers for the two grammars 
could be suitably combined to yield a parser for the two-level grammar. We look at 
this problem for deterministic parsing, and are led to extensions of LL( 1) and LR( 1) 
parsing techniques for two-level grammars. 
It is generally observed that grammars for natural languages are highly nondetermin- 
istic. Therefore, the question that naturally arises is: Are deterministic techniques of 
any practical significance in parsing grammar formalisms used for natural languages? 
Lang [6] and Tomita [12] have demonstrated the effective use of pseudo-parallelism 
to handle parsing conflicts that arise in nondeterministic languages, and have shown 
how to transform deterministic context free grammar parser generating techniques into 
parallel nondeterministic ones, applicable to all context free grammars. This technique 
has potential here as well. 
Deterministic parsing for TAG has been studied in [IO]. It was in this context that 
a recognition device called the bottom-up embedded pushdown automaton was first 
introduced. The LR parsing algorithm proposed in the work above uses a parsing 
table that has three parts (ACTION, GOTO,isht, GOTOf,,,), the actions being quite 
different from those of ordinary LR parsers. Construction of LR(0) parsing tables has 
been described using the notion of a dotted tree, and a state of the LR(0) parser is 
associated with a collection of dotted trees. This technique requires the input TAG to 
be in a specified form. Converting a TAG into this form may, in some cases, result 
in an exponential increase in the grammar size. LR parsers constructed in this manner 
do not satisfy the valid prefix property. 
Our work in extending the LR parsing techniques to two-level grammars is motivated 
by the fact that there is a simple way of translating to and from two-level grammars 
and TAG, and that deterministic algorithms for two-level grammars might find use in 
TAG parsers. The parsers described in this paper have the following properties: 
l They are simple extensions of standard LL( 1) and LR( 1) parsers. Moreover, existing 
parser generator tools can be adapted for their automatic generation from grammar 
specifications. 
l They are efficient, in that their time complexity is linear in the input size. 
l Their space requirements are not excessive. The space required for extended LR( 1) 
parsers is roughly that required for storing two LR( 1) tables and that for an extended 
LL(1) parser is approximately the product of the size of an LL( 1) table for one 
grammar and the number of nonterminals in the other. 
l The extended LL( 1) parsers satisfy the valid prefix property whereas the extended 
LR( 1) parsers do not. 
Section 2 contains some background material, and Section 3 describes extended 
LL( 1) parsers. Section 4 describes extended LR( 1) parsers and contains a brief sub- 
section on the valid prefix property. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper with a 
summary and directions for further work. 
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2. Background 
A two-level grammar is defined by a labeled distinguished grammar Gt and a CFG 
Gz. A labeled distinguished grammar (LDG) is a CFG with two additional specifica- 
tions: the productions are labeled, the labels coming from a specified label set and 
one symbol on the right-hand side of every production is marked distinguished. The 
label set of GI is the terminal set of G2. Gz controls the derivation of GI in a manner 
explained below. During a derivation sequence of GI, each variable in the associated 
sentential form has what is known as a control word associated with it. The control 
word is a prefix of a sentence generated by G2. At the end of the derivation sequence 
of G1, each terminal symbol in the sentence derived is associated with either a control 
word derived from Gz or E. Thus, all derivations of G1 are not legal, only those that 
satisfy the constramls imposed by the control words are. More formally, we give the 
following definitions from Weu 1161. 
Definition I. An LDG is a five tuple (N, T,L, P, 5’) where 
0 N is a finite set of nonterminals, 
l T is a finite set of terminals, 
l L is a finite set of production labels, 
l S E N is the start symbol, 
l P is a finite set of labeled distinguished productions. 
Let V = N U T. A labeled distinguished production has the form 
1: A 4c,x~~-..~j...xn, n>l 
I E L is the label of the production and X; E i/ U (F} is the distinguished symbol 
of the production. In a derivation sequence of G, each symbol of the sentential form 
is associated with a control word. Let CI = (Yl,w,) ( Yz, ~2) (A, w) (Y,, w,) = 
ml (A, w)az be a sentential form of G. Then if I : A + X,X, .j, .X,, is a production 
of GI, 
a & tXI(X,,E) ‘. (Xi_,,&) (Xi,Wl) .‘. (&,E)cq 
The language L(G, C) generated by G and control set C is: 
L(G, C) = (0, .,a, I (x4 A (w,w)-~~( cln,w,), wi E C, l<i<n if w, # E) 
For purposes of our discussion, C is L(Gz) for a CFG G2. Hence we will denote the 
language generated by a two-level grammar by L(GI,G~)~ 
Example 1. A two-level grammar. 
G = (Gl,Gz) 
Gl = ((SI,A),{~,~,~),(~O,~I,~Z,~~,~~,~~},PI,SI) 
G2 = ti& T), ilo, l1,12,l3,14, b)>P27S2) 
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where 
/ lo : As, --f a&s, 
\ 
I, :S,--, b$, 
I2 : S, --+ CA- 
P, = < _ > and P2 
13 :A-+ Aa 
l4 : A -+ A-b 
lS:Ai E 
L(G) = {WCW 1 w E (a + b)*}. 
Example 2. Another two-level grammar. 
G = (Gj,Gz) 
I 
S, + T15 
T + loTI 
T + lITI 
T + l2 
G2 = ({~2,~},{~0~~1,~21~3}~~2,~2) 
where 
P, = 
If we look at the derivation tree for a sentence generated by GI subject to the 
constraints imposed by G2, we can assign a label to each internal node of the tree 
to indicate the production selected at that step in the derivation sequence. Each leaf 
is assigned a label E. Distinguished symbols play a special role in that they continue 
the partial control word associated with the left-hand-side symbol. Thus, every node 
in the tree either continues a control word (if it is labeled with a distinguished non- 
terminal), begins a new control word (if its label is a nondistinguished nonterminal) 
or appends the empty string to the control word (if it is a terminal). If we look at 
each path in a derivation tree from a node labeled with a nondistinguished nonterminal 
down to a leaf passing through distinguished children, the sequence of labels along 
the path is a string generated by G2. The set of all such sequences that are associ- 
ated with legal derivation trees is, of course, a subset of the context free language 
L(G2 1. 
Example 3. Consider the two-level grammars of Examples 1 and 2, the languages of 
which contain the strings abcab and abbccdbc respectively. The derivation trees are as 
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Fig. I. Derivation trees for abbccdbc and abcab for grammar G1 of Examples 2 and I respectively. 
shown below, Fig. 1. (Actually, the derivation tree is for Gt and the labels attached to 
the nodes indicate the production of Gt selected at that step.) 
The derivation tree of Example 2 has two control strings la/r 1213 and 13, both el- 
ements of L(G2) of Example 2 and that of Example 1 has a single control string 
loll 12141315 belonging to L(G2) of Example 1. We may thus make the following ob- 
servations about the derivation tree in G1 of a two-level grammar G = (Gr, G2) for 
any string in L(G) and paths in the derivation tree: 
The sequence of labels along each path that begins at a nondistinguished nonterminal 
of GI and continues along children that are distinguished constitutes a distinct control 
word. 
Paths defined in this way have disjoint node sets. 
A preorder traversal of the derivation tree yields a listing of the node labels. 
This sequence is not, in general, a sequence of control words. Rather, it consists 
of control words that nest one another. Similarly, a postorder traversal yields a se- 
quence of labels consisting of control words in reverse that nest one another. 
Example 4. A traversal of the nodes of the tree for the grammar of Example 2 yields 
the label sequence (101112 lj)( 13) in preorder (parentheses demarcating ends of control 
words), and (13 12 1, (13 )lo) in postorder. 
Weir [16] generalized the notion of a leftmost derivation sequence to k-level gram- 
mars. When specialized to the case k = 2, a leftmost derivation sequence can be defined 
as follows. Each nonterminal symbol of GI is paired with the remaining part of the 
sentential form of GZ for that branch of the derivation (i.e., the path in the derivation 
tree), after consuming labels that have already been used for choosing productions 
of Gt. Terminal symbols are paired with E, the empty string, since that branch of the 
derivation is complete. Also, in accordance with the rules for a leftmost derivation 
sequence, the leftmost nonterminal of Gt or GZ is expanded at each step. We illustrate 
with an example. 
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Example 5. A leftmost derivation for the strings w = abbccdbc f L(Gi, G2) of 
Example 2 and w = abcab E L(Gt, G2) of Example 1 are: 
c%,S2) =+ (&,lon,) (Sl,S2) =+ (Sl,Tl5) 
* (4 n3) (4S2) * (&,EoT~3I5) 
=+' (bn2l3)(A,S2) * a(G,Ti3l5) 
* a(&Tl2Z3)d@,S2) + a(%,Z~TW3h) 
* a(~,Z213)dkLS2) EF ab( $1, TZdZ315) 
* ab(k, Zj)cd(A, &) =+ ab(6,Z2Z4Z3Z5) 
+ abbccd (A, &) =+ 
=+ abbccd (A, TZ3) + abc(k, /4/j 15) 
=S abbccd(A, 23) + abc(k, ZxZ5)b 
+ abbccdbc + abc(j, Z5)ab 
+ abcab 
Definition 2. Any sentential form occurring in the leftmost derivation of a string be- 
longing to L(Gi, G2) is called an extended left sentential form (ELSF). 
3. Extended LL(l) parsers for two-level grammars 
An LL( 1) parser simulates a leftmost derivation while parsing a string generated by 
an LL( 1) grammar. The derivation tree is thus constructed top-down. We will, in this 
section, examine the conditions under which this technique can be extended to two-level 
grammars. Let G = (G, , Gz) be a two-level grammar with Gr = (Ni, Tl,L, PI, A’,) and 
GZ = (N2,L,P2, &). An examination of the rules of leftmost derivation reveals the 
following points. 
l Let (A, U) be the leftmost pair of some ELSF of G = (G,, G2). A can be expanded by 
an A-production only if the leftmost symbol of ti is a label labeling that production. 
l If the leftmost symbol of a is a nonterminal, say B, then a B-production of G2 has 
to be applied to B. 
l At any stage in the leftmost derivation, either a nonterminal of Gi or of G2 is 
expanded. 
Let x(A, BP)a be an ELSF in the derivation of some string w and a, the lookahead 
symbol. Then the correct production to be applied to B can be uniquely determined 
if the following condition is satisfied: Let LA be the set of labels of all A-productions 
of Gi such that a is the first symbol of the yield of A. Next, let Pe be the set 
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of all B-productions of GZ such that an element of LA is the first symbol of the yield of 
B. Then, the condition is that for all triples (A, B,a), the set Ps must either be empty 
or a singleton set. That is, there must be at most one production of G2 applicable to B 
such that u is the first terminal produced when A is eventually expanded. The ELL( 1) 
parser is governed by a table which specifies the set Ps for each triple (,4,B,a). 
Definition 3. Let G = (N, T, P,S) be a CFG. Then for any X belonging to N, FIRST 
(X) = {t 1 t E T and X & tw for some w E T*}. 
Definition 4. Let G = (N, 7’, P,S) be a CFG. Then for any X belonging to N, FOLLOW 
(X) = {t 1 t E T U {$} and S$ & uXw for some u E T* and w in (T U {$})*. 
Definition 5. The composite lookahead set LOOKAHEAD of a pair (A,B + c() where 
A E NI and B + a E P2 is defined as follows: LOOKAHEAD (A,B + cc) = 
U,j{FIRST(PFOLLOW(A)) for each A-production I, : A + fl such that 1; E FIRST 
(xFOLLOW(B))}. 
The composite lookahead set of a pair (A,B --+ a) contains all the terminals of G1 
which could possibly be the first symbols of the yield of A only when expanded by 
productions labeled by the first symbols of strings yielded by x. 
Definition 6. A two-level grammar G = (Gi, G2) is said to be ELL( 1) if the following 
condition holds: For each A in NI and B in N2, if B d ;’ and B + fi are distinct 
productions of P2, then the composite lookahead sets of (A, B + /I) and (A, B + r) 
must be nonintersecting. 
This is the condition required for deterministic parsing. Consider a pair (A, B --+ /I) 
and (A,B + r) whose composite lookahead sets have a in their intersection. When 
a nonterminal pair (A,Ba) occurring in an ELSF needs to be expanded with a as 
lookahead, then either the production B -+ j or B + y can be used leading to nonde- 
terminism. Hence the condition. 
The ELL( 1) parser for a two-level grammar is driven by a table called the ELL( 1) 
table. This parser is similar to the 2nd-order EPDA defined in [13] and it works with a 
two-level embedded stack. The ELL( 1) table is the heart of the parser and it governs all 
parsing decisions. The rows of the ELL( 1) table are indexed by pairs of nonterminals 
(A,B), A belonging to N1 and B to N2. The columns are indexed by terminals of G,. 
This table is filled as follows. The composite lookahead sets for all possible pairs 
(A, B + x) where A E Nl and B + a E P2 are determined. For every element a in the 
composite lookahead set of (A, B + cc), the production B + u is put into the ELL( 1) 
table entry indexed by ((A,B),a). 
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Table I 
The ELL( 1) table 
a b c 
SI, s2 S, + Tls S2 + Tls S2 + Tls 
SI, T T 4 lOTI, T i l,Tld T + l2 
A, S2 
A, T 
Example 6. The composite lookahead sets and the ELL( 1) table (Table 1) for the 
grammar in Example 1 are given below. 
LOOKAHEAD (Sr , S, -+ TZ, ) = {a, 6, c} 
LOOKAHEAD (Sl, T -+ loT13) = {a} 
LOOKAHEAD (S,, T + 1, Tl,) = {b} 
LOOKAHEAD (S, , T i 12) = {cl 
LOOKAHEAD (A, S, + T15) = 4 
LOOKAHEAD (A, T + loT13) = $ 
LOOKAHEAD (A, T + I, TL,) = C#J 
LOOKAHEAD (A, T + 12) = $ 
Note that the ELL( 1) condition requires that G2 be an LL( 1) grammar. 
The embedded stack with which the parser works is a stack of stacks. The outer 
stack is called the level-2 stack and its elements which are themselves stacks are called 
the level-l stacks. The level-2 stack is unbounded. The top of stack is at the left end 
of the string encoding stack contents. Each pair of an ELSF is encoded in a level-l 
stack, the leftmost pair occurring topmost. Within a level-l stack, the nonterminal of 
Gr is topmost on stack followed by the suffix of the left sentential form of Gz. The 
topmost level-l stack is unbounded since it contains a suffix of a sentential form of G2 
which will possibly undergo a series of expansions. All level-l stacks encoding pairs 
whose first members are distinguished are also unbounded since the second members 
are suffixes of left sentential forms of G2 whose lengths, in general, are unbounded. 
An expansion in Gr by, say, I : A + Xl . .2?; . .X, involves only the topmost stack. 
The topmost two symbols 1A of the topmost stack are replaced by Xi. i - 1 level-l 
stacks corresponding to the symbols Xr . . ‘Xi- 1 are pushed above and n - i level-l 
stacks corresponding to Xi+, . . .X, are pushed below the topmost level-l stack. Fig. 2 
illustrates this expansion. We use the square bracket notation to encode stacks. Each 
pair of an ELSF encoded in a level-l stack is enclosed by a pair of square brackets. 
All such pairs together are enclosed by an outer pair of square brackets representing 
the level-2 stack. 
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rest of the 
:vel2 stacl 
Before expansion 
Yl 0 
I Yi-1 
Xi 
______ 0 Yi 
LJ K+1 
I Yn 
rest of the 
3el 2 staci 
where yj = X, if X, is a terminal 
and yj = X3& if X, is a nonterminal 
j E {l,..., i-1.1:+1 ,..., n,} 
After expansion 
Fig. 2. Stack changes during an expansion in GI by production I : A + XI .A? .X, 
The parser makes parsing actions based on the triple (Y,X,a) where Y is a symbol 
of G1 and the topmost element of the topmost level-l stack, X is a symbol of G2 and 
the second element of the topmost level-l stack and a is the current input symbol. The 
parsing actions are of the following three types: 
1. Expansion of a nonterminal of G1 takes place when Y and X of the triple are a 
nonterminal and a terminal respectively. Y is of course expanded by the Y-production 
labeled X. 
2. Expansion of a nonterminal of GZ takes place when both Y and X are nonterm- 
nals. X is expanded by the production indicated by the ELL( 1) table entry indexed by 
((Y,X), a). 
3. Pop takes place when Y is the terminal symbol a. Y is popped off the stack. 
Each of these parsmg actions can be carried out in constant time if pointers are main- 
tained to the topmost level-l stack and the one below it. 
Let T be the Ett( L) table. Let ST, the two-level stack, initialty contain [[.St,Sz]]. 
ADVANCE is a function which advances the input pointer. 
Let a be the current input symbol 
zy the topmost level-l stack is [a] 
then begin 
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Pop the topmost level-l stack; 
ADVANCE (input pointer); 
end 
else if the topmost two elements of the topmost level-l stack are Ali 
then begin 
let li : A -+X1 ...2;...X, be a production of G1 
Pop Alj from the topmost level-l stack; 
Push X, on the topmost level-l stack; 
Push stacks [y1][1/2]. . [yip,] b a ove the topmost level-l stack; 
Push stacks [yI+l ] [yi+2] . . . [m] beneath the unbounded stack 
where ~1, = Xj if Xj is a terminal 
7, = +Sz if X, is a nonterminal. 
/* Note that j is never equal to i; y, represents only the non-distin 
guished symbols of the production. */ 
end 
else if the topmost two elements of the topmost level-i stack are AB 
then begin 
Let T(A,B,a) =B -XI . ..X.; 
Pop AB from the topmost level-l stack; 
Push AX, I ’ .X,,, on the topmost level-l stack; 
end 
else error 
until the stack ST is empty; 
The trace of the parsing algorithm on string w = abcab is given in Table 2. The 
entries in the action column are EG,, EG2 and POP, the first two meaning the ex- 
pansion of a nonterminal of Gt and G2 respectively. The initial stack contents are 
USI s211. 
The ELL( 1) parser recognizes exactly the language L(G) where G is a two-level 
grammar satisfying the ELL( 1) condition. A string w is in L(G) whenever w is in 
L(Gt ) and the associated control words belong to L(G2). The parser for G simulates 
the parsers for Gt and Gz, thus recognizing w and the associated control words. To 
see that these control words are correctly associated with nondistinguished nonterminal 
instances of Gt, we observe that all nondistinguished nonterminals are associated with 
the start symbol of Gz indicating the beginning of a control word, every time an 
expansion in Gt takes place. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (Cl, Gz) sutisfy the ELL(l) condition. Then, for any string 
w E L(G) there is exactly one sequence of leftmost derivation steps deriving w. 
Proof. Suppose there are two leftmost derivation sequences deriving w. 
(S,,&) & w’(A,B/?)a ===+ w’(A,ylP)z & w’x = w 
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Table 2 
Trace of the parsing algorithm for abcab 
Unexpended i/p Action Stack contents after action 
abcab 
abcab 
abcah 
abcab 
hcab 
bcab 
hcab 
cab 
cab 
cab 
oh 
oh 
oh 
ah 
b 
L 
EG 
EG 
EGI 
POP 
EG 
=I 
POP 
EG 
EG 
POP 
EG 
EGI 
EG 
POP 
POP 
accept 
[[SI T/511 
I[& lo773lsll 
[[aI PI TL3 l511 
HS1T~3~511 
[[&II Tl4/3!511 
WI [Sl T/4~3~511 
[[SI 774[3/511 
KS1 ~2~4/3/511 
[[cl [,4~4~3~511 
[L4/4/3~511 
Ul3l51 [hII 
bf~zl [al [bll 
K”” 
[I 11 
and 
(Sl,&) A w’(A,BP)a ===+ w’(A, y&! a w’x = w 
such that FIRST(yi) # FIRST(y*). 
That is, let the steps in the derivation sequences where B is expanded to y1 in 
one and to 72 in the other, be the first ones to be different from one another. Let 
FIRST(x) be a. Smce a is the first symbol derived by both (A,:~ij?)a, (A,y$)2, a is 
in the composite lookahead of both (A,B + yi) and (A, B -+ 79). This contradicts the 
assumption that G satisfies the ELL( 1) condition. 
Theorem 3.1. The parsing algorithm accepts a string w E L(Gi, Gz) in time linear cn 
the length of w. 
Proof. Assume now that Gi has no useless nonterminals, nonterminating productlons 
or cycles of the form A & A. Let IwI = n. With the assumption on G1, all derivation 
trees for w in Gi are of size O(n). By Lemma 3.1, the pair (Gr, G2) selects only one 
of these derivation trees. Since this tree has n leaves, it can be associated with at most 
n control words, the sum of whose lengths is O(n). The parsing algorithm performs 
three kinds of actions, viz. pop, expand a nonterminai of Gi and expand a nonterminal 
of Cl. The pop action is performed n times (each input symbol is matched once). 
Expansion of a nonterminal of G2 is done as many times as the sum of the lengths 
of the control words because each symbol of a control word (i.e., a label) causes one 
expansion. This is O(n) as explained above. The third action is also performed O(n) 
times because G2 IS LL( 1). Therefore the parsing algorithm for G accepts a string 
w E L(G) in time linear in lwl. 
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From the example given earlier, it is clear that the size of an extended LL( 1) table 
is INI I * IN21 * IT I. 
Let (lookahead, unexpended input, embedded stack contents) define a configuration 
of the parser. Let k be a binary relation on parser configurations defined by parser 
actions in the usual way, and ? the reflexive and transitive closure of that relation. 
The theorem below captures the relationship between an ELL( 1) parsing sequence and 
a leftmost derivation sequence of G. 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a sequence of parser moves (e,wax, [[SI $11) ? (a,~, 
[[Xl x~][Xz c12]‘.. [X, a,J]) zr there is a leftmost derivation sequence (SI,$) & 
w(X,,w) ~~~(x?,Gl). 
The theorem has a proof by induction. From the theorem we conclude that the parser 
satisfies the valid prefix property, that is, an error in the input is detected at the point 
where the symbol is examined by the parser. 
We next look at bottom-up parsers for two-level grammars. 
4. Extended LR(1) parsers for two-level grammars 
We adopt the standard notation from [l] in this section. However, we reserve the 
following greek symbols for entities associated with a two-level grammar: 
l c: an extended right sentential form (either ERSF or DRSF) of the two-level gram- 
mar. 
l 8: an extended viable prefix of the two-level grammar. 
l $: a pair sequence or an intermediate configuration of the form (Xi, CI~) . . . (X,, cc,), 
Xi E N1 U TI, Xj E (IV2 U T2)*. 
An LR( 1) parser constructs the derivation tree for a sentence generated by an LR( 1) 
grammar bottom-up, in effect simulating a rightmost derivation in reverse. It exploits the 
fact that viable prefixes of the grammar are regular and uses the finite state automaton 
that recognizes viable prefixes to control the parsing process. We assume that the reader 
is familiar with LR parsing and with the definition of a handle of a right sentential 
form, LR(1) items and the notion of an item being valid for a viable prefix. These 
definitions may be found in [l]. 
It turns out that there is a natural generalization of all the entities mentioned above 
to two-level grammars, and hence possibly a basis for extending LR parsing tech- 
niques to two-level grammars. What we will do in the rest of this section is to deduce 
the conditions under which a sentence of L(Gl, G2) can be parsed deterministically 
by constructing the derivation tree in G1, bottom-up. In effect we construct a pos- 
torder traversal of the nodes of the tree. A postorder construction of the derivation 
tree at level 1 generates nested label sequences to be parsed at level 2. One view of 
the LR( 1) parser for L(G,, G2) is that of two LR( 1) parsers, one at each level 
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working in synchronization with each other. Let us refer to them as the parsers at 
level 1 and level 2 respectively. The parser at level 1 is an LR( 1) parser for Cl 
whereas that at level 2 is an LR( 1) parser for GF, where GF is the grammar con 
strutted by reversing the right-hand sides of all the productions of Gl. An important 
point to be noted here is that the sequence presented to the level-2 parser is one of 
properly nested control words, the control words being members of L(GF). However 
the second-level parser by itself can handle only words in L( Gt ). Thus, external in- 
puts to the level-2 parser are needed to demarcate beginnings and ends of control 
words in the nested sequence. The beginnings are indicated by the level-l parser by 
resetting the level-2 parser to its start state; ends are indicated by outputting a special 
symbol $. 
The actions of the parser for L(G1, G2) can be informally described as follows. The 
parser at level 1 functions as a normal LR( 1) parser with the following additional 
actions during shifts and reductions. For each shift move, the parser at level 2 is reset 
to its start state; for each reduction, if f is the label of the production associated with 
the reduction, 1 is put into the lookahead buffer of the parser at level 2. Whenever a 
reduction by the parser at level 1 is performed outputting label 1, the parser at level 2 
takes over and performs a (possibly empty) sequence of reductions on the lookahead, 
that are permissible in its current state, before shifting 1 on to its stack and returning 
control to the parser at level 1. This process continues until the following pair of 
conditions arises: 
l The parser at level 1 performs a reduction to a nondistinguished nonterminal (i.e., 
a nondistinguished right-hand-side instance) emitting label 1. For the time being we 
will not worry about how it decides that the instance is nondistinguished. 
l The parser at level 2 expects an end-of-word symbol after having performed all 
reductions on 1 and shifted it onto its stack. 
At this point the level-l parser emits $, a synchronizing signal. The parser at level 2 
then performs all actions associated with the end of a control word, finally reducing 
it to the start symbol of GF which is then popped off the stack. The pair of parsers 
working in synchrony constructs what is termed as a delayed rightmost derivation 
sequence in reverse. We first define a rightmost derivation sequence and then indicate 
how it is modified to give a delayed rightmost derivation sequence. 
Let GI = (NI, 6 ,L,Pj ,SI) and G2 = (N2,L,P2,&) be a pair of grammars, with L as 
the label set of G, In a rightmost derivation sequence for (Gt, Gz ), each nonterminal 
of G, is paired with the remaining part of the sentential form of Gf for that branch 
of the derivation, after consuming labels that have already been used for choosing 
productions of G1. Terminal symbols are paired with r, the empty string. Also the 
rightmost nonterminal of GI or G:! is expanded at every step, the labels being read off 
the right end of the sentential form of Gf . 
Example 7. Consider the grammar of Example 2 reproduced here with GF instead of 
G2. We augment the grammars G1 and GZ to include end markers $ (the augmenting 
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production is not labeled as the reduction is never actually carried out). We also include 
a production Sl -+ E to account for empty control words. 
G, : 
G2” : 
Zl -+ $I$ 
z, + S2$ 
lo : s, 4 h 
& + E 
I,: A-aid 
S, + 13Tlo 
l2 : A 4 bkc 
S2 --+ 13T 
_ 
13 : A --) bc 
T + 12Tl, 
T -+E 
Consider the string w = abbccdbc. A rightmost derivation sequence for this string is: 
(SI > S2) * @I, l3 T/o) 
+ (AAl, I30 (kS2) 
=+ (2913 T) (A, t3 T) 
=+ (03T) (4~3) 
=+ (.i, 13T) &c 
=+ (2, 131zTl,) i7c 
+ a(k, 1312T)d ic 
+a(k,13Z2)d&c 
+ ab(k, 13)cd &c 
+ ab &cd hc 
Each of the strings in the derivation sequence above is an extended right sentential 
form (ERSF) of (Gl, Gl). We make a couple of observations about the extended right 
sentential form (ERSF) obtained in this manner, before introducing the delayed right 
sentential form (DRSF). The ERSF is a sequence of pairs, each pair consisting of a 
variable of Gi along with a viable prefix of Gt. Note that the second components 
of these pairs are always viable prefixes and not necessarily sentential forms of Gf . 
This is because the rightmost production labels (terminals of G2) which have already 
been used in the derivation are discarded. Terminals of Gi are associated with E (not 
explicitly shown). 
In order to facilitate a direct correspondence between parser moves and steps in a 
derivation sequence, the notion of a delayed rightmost (drm) derivation is introduced. 
Here, instead of performing an expansion of a nonterminal as soon as a label appears 
at the right end of the associated viable prefix in GT, we delay performing expansions 
in G1 until a suffix of two labels is obtained. This is to mimic the actions of the 
two-level parser in reverse. Every time the level-l parser performs a reduction, it puts 
out a label which resides in the lookahead buffer of the level-2 parser. The top of stack 
of the level-2 parser contains the label shifted at the end of the previous sequence of 
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moves. This label along with the lookahead corresponds to the suffix of two labels in 
the sentential form. We represent pairs in a drm derivation sequence in the following 
way. The second components of pairs are sentential forms of GF with a vertical bar 
separating the labels that have already been used for expansion in Gi from the rest of 
the controlling form. Both the input string and control words are terminated by $. 
Thus, distinguished terminal symbols will have whole control words associated with 
them with the bar at the leftmost position and nondistinguished terminals will be asso- 
ciated with F. This notation helps in understanding some definitions to follow. Below 
we give the delayed rightmost (drm) derivation of the string of Example 7. 
Example 8. The drm derivation sequence for w = abbccdbc$ is as follows: 
(&,S2$ I)$ =+ (&>~3770$ 1)s 
==+' (~1,~3~2~~1~0 1 $)$ 
=+ (k,I3M-h I /OS) (4&$ I)$ 
=+ (iJ3hT11 I /OS) (A,l3T$ 1)s 
=+ (&312% 1 lO$)(A,l3$ 1)s 
=+ (k, 1312T1, 1 Zo$)(h,( 13$)c$ 
=$ (‘0312h I loS)(Q /3$)c$ 
* a@, 1312 / II l&d{ i, I I3S)cS 
+ ab(i, 13 I 1211 lo$)cd( 6, / 13$)c$ 
=S ab( &, I /3l2l1lo$)ccd( 6, I Z~$)C$ 
Table 3 indicates the correspondence between steps of the drm derivation and parser 
moves. We have not indicated the levels at which the moves occur as the notation 
makes it clear. All shifts of symbols a, b,c,d are at level 1 and all shifts of labels 
li (i = 0, 1,2,3) are at level 2. All reductions by productions with labels I, are at 
level 1. All lookaheads refer to the second level. The arrows 1 and J,l indicate the 
lookahead symbols at levels 1 and 2 respectively. In every entry of the table, the DRSF 
represents the situation just before the corresponding parser actions are performed. The 
DRSF in the succeeding entry of the table represents the status just after the actions 
are performed. Whenever a DRSF does not have any symbol marked with IJ, it implies 
that the lookahead for the second parser is empty. 
Definition 7. Any generalized sentential form occurring in a delayed rightmost deriva- 
tion sequence is termed a delayed rightmost sentential form (DRSF). 
A second view of the LR parser is that of a simulator for a two-level embedded 
bottom-up pushdown automaton (BEPDA) [lo]. This view allows us to generalize 
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Table 3 
Correspondence between DRSFs and parser moves 
DRSFs of the drm derivation sequence Corresponding parser actions 
ab(i,$ [21110$) b(i,I 13$)c$ 
ati. 13 tl II lo.%) C: (6, I /3%)c% 
u 1 
01.~3b 111 ~o$)(b,l /3$)c$ 
(ii,/3IzT ::I &I /3%)c% 
(kl312Tli / lO$) (hI31 $) $ 
u 1 
(A> [3/2Tll 1 [OS) (A, l3T $1) $ 
I 
$6 [3/2TlI 1 [OS) (4S2$ I) $ 
u 1 
(&,/3/2Tll lOI $) $ 
(&,/3T ::I $) i 
1 
(&>SZ$ I) $ 
shift a, shift b, shift b, shift c, reduce by 
l3 : A + hc and put 13 into lookahead 
shift 13, shift c, reduce by 12 : A - bit 
and put 12 into lookahead 
shift 12, shift d, reduce by It : A - akd 
and put 11 into lookahead 
reduce by production T - c of CF 
on lookahead 11 
shift 11, shift b, shift c, reduce by 13 : A + 6c 
and put 13 into lookahead 
shift 13, emit$ (i.e., put $ into lookahead) and 
reduce by production T + E of Gy on lookahead $ 
reduce by production S2 + I3T of GF 
on lookahead $ and clear lookahead 
reduce by 10 : $1 + KA and put lo into lookahead 
reduce by production T + 12Tlt of Gt on lookahead 10 
shift lo. em&$ (i.e., put $ into lookahead), reduce by 
S2 --t 13Tlo of G; on lookahead $ and clear lookahead 
accept 
the notions of viable prefixes, items and items being valid for viable prefixes in a 
straightforward manner and indicates why our parser does not satisfy the valid prefix 
property. We now expand on the second view of the parser. 
In the definitions below the reader should note that we refer to parts of a DRSF 
rather than an ERSF. Whereas the concatenation of all the left members of the pairs 
in a DRSF gives a right sentential form of Gi, each second member of a pair (up to 
the bar) is either a viable prefix of Gf or a viable prefix of GT suffixed by a label 
(which could be considered to be a lookahead). We now define an extended LR( 1) 
(ELR(l)) item for (Gt,G2). 
Definition 8. A two-level ELR( 1) item for (Gi , GZ ) is a pair ([ 2 : A + a$, {a}], [B + 
y.p, {b}]) where the first element in the pair is an LR( 1) item for Gi, a E T1 U {$} 
(this item is augmented with a label and has a distinguished symbol on its right-hand 
side) and the second is an LR( 1) item for G, , R b E L U {$}. The first member of the 
pair is referred to as a level-l item and the second member as a level-2 item. 
Example 9. ([II : A ---f ad, {a}], [T --f .Z2 Tl1, {lo}]) is a two-level ELR( 1) item of 
the grammar in Example 2. Since an ELR( 1) parser traces a drm derivation in reverse, 
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it can be seen that reductions at the second level are made only when the next symbol 
is available in the lookahead at the second level. 
If we concatenate the left members of all pairs in a DRSF [, we obtain a string 
which we denote by LEFT([). Clearly, this is a right sentential form of G,. Let $ be 
any pair sequence. Denote by LAST($) the rightmost pair of $. For any pair (A, 8) 
in a pair sequence, let SECOND((A, 8)) = p. 
Definition 9. A level-l handle of a DRSF [ is a substring Ic, such that LEFT($) is a 
handle of LEFT([) in G, 
Definition 10. A DRSF [ of (Gl, G2) is said to have a level-2 handle if the second 
level controlling form (i.e., the string up to the bar) of some pair contains a handle of 
Gt suffixed by a valid lookahead. 
Note that a level-two handle is a substring of the second component of a pair 
containing a level-2 handle. Also note that every DRSF has a level-l handle, but only 
some DRSFs have level-2 handles. This is because the level-two strings occurring to the 
left of the bar are not sentential forms, they are viable prefixes suffixed by lookaheads. 
Example 10. b(k, i3 1 Z211 ZO$) c is a level-l handle and 12 TII is a level-2 handle of 
the grammar in Example 2. The DRSF ~b(i, 13 1 1211 lo$)cd( &,I /j$)c$ does not have 
a level-2 handle. 
Definition 11. An extended viable prefix (EVP) of (G1 , Gz) is any prefix of a DRSF of 
( GI, Cl) not extending beyond a pair terminating a level-l handle or a pair containing 
a level-2 handle. whichever is leftmost. 
Example 11. ab(k,13 ( Z~~IZO$), (k,Zjl2TZ1 ( [OS), a(&1312 1 ilio$)d are all EVPs of 
the grammar in Example 2. 
Our aim now is to extend the notion of an item being valid for a viable prefix to 
the two-level case. Clearly the level-l item and the level-2 item are related to one 
another, as they have resulted from the same derivation sequence that has yielded the 
viable prefix of interest. Our aim is to define this relationship in a more precise way. 
In a conventional LR parser, if an item [A -+ cc.j3, {a}] is valid for viable prefix y, 
then A --f a/3 is a production that is possibly used at a later point to reduce by (with 
lookahead a), and a portion a of the right-hand side has been derived so far, i.e., resides 
on top of stack whose contents encode y. In an extended LR( 1) parser for (GI, Gz), 
there are two derivations being traced simultaneously. One is the derivation of the input 
string and the other is the derivation of the control word associated with the rightmost 
nonterminal of the DRSF. If 8 = 81 (A, yl 1 y), 1 E L U {$}, y E L*$ U {E}, is 
the current extended viable prefix, then the corresponding viable prefix induced by the 
input string in the level-l parser is LEFT(e and that induced by the control word 
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Fig. 3. A derivation tree to illustrate the consistency condition 
Fig. 4. A derivation tree to illustrate the consistency condition. 
whose derivation is being traced by the level-2 parser is y (I being the lookahead). 
However, it is not correct to say that any pair of items, the first of which is valid for 
LEFT( and the second of which is valid for y, is valid for 0. We have to impose 
an additional consistency condition defined below. 
In the EVP 0 above, A is the rightmost nonterminal and is associated with a con 
trolling form y. If A is nondistinguished then y is &, implying that a complete control 
word of L( GF ) has been reduced to Sz. Any items valid at this point must be of the 
form ([B + d.P, {a}], is2 -+ 6., {$}I). The labeled parse tree in Fig. 3 illustrates this 
situation. The control word consists of the label sequence from points 1 to 2 in the 
parse tree. 
If A is distinguished, i.e., appears as k, then the labeled parse tree in Fig. 4 illustrates 
the situation. The path from points 1 to 2 in the tree yields the viable prefix y in the 
level-2 parser. However, any item of GF that is valid for y and could be paired with an 
item valid for LEFT( must be consistent with the rest of the path, i.e., the segment 
from points 2 to 3, where B is nondistinguished. More precisely, if [C + p.6, {b}] is 
valid for 11 and a candidate for the second component of a valid item pair, then 6b 
must derive a prefix of the label sequence from the points 2 to 3 in the tree. 
We therefore introduce the notion of a label sequence being consistent with an 
extended viable prefix. 
Definition 12. A label sequence w = 1112.. I,$ is said to be consistent with an EVP 8 
if there exists a DRSF whose prefix is 0 such that 6, can be expressed as 8 = 81 (X, alw). 
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Example 12. In the drm derivation given in Example 8, consider the drm sentential 
form ab(k, Zs(Z211 Zo$)cd( &, (Z~$)C$. Then the label sequence 1211 Zo$ is consistent with 
the viable prefix ab(k, Zs112ZiZs$), and the label sequence Zs$ is consistent with the 
viable prefix ab(k, 13/Z2Z1 l,$$)cd( &, &lZj$). (The &‘s associated with nondistinguished 
terminals are not shown.) With reference to the first derivation tree of Fig. 1, it can be 
seen that 1211 ZO$, is the label sequence associated with the path from point 1 associated 
with the distinguished symbol k to point 2 associated with its first nondistinguished 
ancestor labeled Si Also 1s is the label sequence associated with the path from point 2, 
associated with the distinguished symbol & to point 4 associated with its first nondis- 
tinguished ancestor labeled A. 
Coming back to our aim of defining validity of a pair of items for an EVP, we note 
that we require an extra condition - one that ensures that the item of GF can generate 
a prefix of a consistent label sequence. We are now in a position to precisely state the 
relationship between the pair of items valid for an EVP 01. 
Definition 13. A two-level item ([I : A + a.p{a}], [B -+ y.p, {b}]) is valid for EVP 8 
if [A + a$, {a}] is valid for LEFT(B), [Z3 -+ y.p, {b}] is valid for SECOND (LAST(B)) 
and pb & z where z is a prefix of a label sequence w consistent with 6. 
Example 13. The item pair ([Zz : A 4 bi.c, {u}], [Sz + Zx.TZo, {$}I) is valid for 
ab(k, 13 / 1211 ZO$) and the item pair ([Ii : A + akd, {a}], [& + ., {$}I) is valid for a. 
Our aim is to construct a deterministic parser for L(G1, G2) whose operation is a 
simple extension of that of an LR( 1) parser. Thus we need a finite control M that 
controls shift and reduce moves on a generalized stack. Let MI be the DFA which 
recognizes viable prefixes of Gi and M2 be the DFA which recognizes viable prefixes 
of GF. We construct a DFA M by combining Ml and M2, which recognizes what are 
termed intermediate con$gurations (ICs) (defined below) of (Gl, G2). The set of ICs 
is a superset of the set of EVPs of (Gi, Gz). 
Definition 14. An intermediate configuration of (Cl, G2) is a pair sequence $ = (Xl, al) 
(X2, ~1) I I (Xn, 2,) satisfying the following three conditions: 
1. LEFT($) = Xi Xz . X,, is a viable prefix of Gi 
2. x,,i= I,2 )..’ ,n, is a viable prefix of G, , R. if Xi is nondistinguished a, = S,; if X, 
is a distinguished terminal ~1, = E. 
3. {X1,cr1)(X2,~2). I (&,a,,) & w, a prefix of a string in L(G,). 
Note that M cannot check that (Si,&) & $2 for some z in T; (i.e., II/ is not 
necessarily a prefix of a sentential form). However we will design the parser so that 
it accepts if and only if the input string induces the viable prefix (Si,&). Hence all 
and only the strings in L(G,, G2) are accepted. M consists of the pair (Ml,M2) and 
a controller which decides which of Ml and M2 is active at any instant. In addition 
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Ml and M2 exchange synchronizing signals. At any given instant, the state of M is 
defined by a pair (q, p) where q is a state of MI and p is a state of Ml. Let 6 be the 
transition function of M defined below. 
If $ = (Xl, al) (Xl, ~2) (&an) is an IC then 
6((%, Pl),rl/) = (&(q1J&2 .. .A$), &(p1, c11 reset cI2 reset . reset a,)) 
where hi is the transition function of M;, i = 1,2, and reset forces M2 back to its start 
state. 
Before stating the theorem relating item sets valid for ICs and states of M, we 
extend the notion of consistency of a label sequence to an IC (recall it was previously 
defined for an EVP). Since every IC II/ has LEFT($) a viable prefix of GI, we can 
imagine a derivation tree of G, which has LEFT($) as a prefix of its frontier. Since 
every nonterminal in the tree is associated with a label of L, we can still talk of a 
labeled path from one node to another in the tree. Thus, if $ = $1 (X, U) is an IC, then 
we say that a label sequence w$ is consistent with IC $ if there is a derivation tree 
in G1 with frontier LEFT(IC/)z, z E T;, with the string w labeling the path beginning 
at the node associated with X, up to its first nondistinguished ancestor in the tree. We 
can thus extend Definition 13 of validity to KS by replacing EVP by IC. From now 
on we represent an intermediate configuration $ in the same way as we do a DRSF, 
i.e., with a bar separating the viable prefix (associated with a pair), from a consistent 
label sequence. We now state a theorem which relates item sets valid for ICs to states 
of M. 
Theorem 4.1. A two-level item pair ([A + cc./?, {a}],(B + y.p, {b}]) is vulid for ZC 
$ if &(ql, PI 1, $1 = (4, P) where 
1. q contains [A -+ a./?, {a}], 
2. p contains [B + y.p, {b}], 
3. pb & w where w is a prejx of label sequence consistent with tc/. 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the well-known result relating items valid 
for viable prefixes and states reached on those viable prefixes for each individual DFA, 
and of the definition of validity given earlier, and is hence omitted. 
For a viable prefix 8, if 6((ql, pl),O) = (q, p), it must be noted that not all items 
in p satisfy condition 3 and hence not all items associated with p can form the second 
component of an item pair valid for 8, as the example below illustrates. 
Example 14. Consider the drm derivation of Example 8 and the EVP I3 = ab(k, Z3 1 
121110$) of the DRSF ab(k,l3/f2fllg$)cd( 6,~\13$)c$. With reference to Figs. 8 and 9 
which are the DFAs for viable prefixes of G1 and Gt, 6((ql, PI), 0) = (49, ~2). The 
item [T 4 ., {lo, S}] contained in p2 is not valid for EVP 6’ (as any path beginning 
with 10 or $ is not consistent with the path in the tree and there exists no other 
derivation tree which yields EVP 8, for which lo begins a consistent label sequence). 
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Fig. 5. Derivation tree for w = abcdbc 
We must mention here that if Q is an EVP then there is always a pair of items 
valid for it, as all label sequences associated with control paths are words of L( Gt ). 
However, if instead of 0 we have an IC I+!I which is not an EVP, then there may be 
no pair of items valid for it as the example below indicates. 
Example 15. Consider the grammar of Example 2 and the string abcdbc. We have the 
derivation tree of Gi in Fig. 5 for the string abcdbc. 
Note that abcdbc is not a string of L(Gi, Gz) though it is a member of L(GI ). 
Consider the IC a(k, 13 1 1, ZO$) which derives the prefix abc, which is not a prefix of 
L(G,,Gz). h((ql,pl),a(A, 13 1 Ill~$)) = (q3,pz). There is no item of p2 that satisfies 
condition 3 of the definition of validity as it can be checked that any consistent label 
sequence must begin with 1,. However, our machine does not have the capability 
to check for condition 3. Hence the error is caught after consuming d, reducing by 
A 4 akd emitting 11, at which point the second-level parser reports an error as there 
is no transition out of p2 on It. Thus the fact that condition 3 cannot be checked leads 
to the failure of the parser to satisfy the valid prefix property. We will say more on 
this later. 
Putting aside the issue of the valid prefix property for the time being, we still 
need to ensure that the parser is deterministic. Since the individual parsers at each 
level are deterministic, it suffices to place conditions on the grammar so that the 
synchronizing actions are deterministic. A synchronizing symbol $ is emitted by the 
first-level parser whenever it deduces that it has reduced to a nondistinguished right- 
hand-side symbol, and if the second-level parser has processed a complete control 
word, except, perhaps, for some reductions on lookahead $. The problem is then 
- how does the level-l parser differentiate between a reduction to a distinguished 
and one to a nondistinguished nonterminal? Clearly the state of Mi is unable to 
tell them apart. Therefore an additional condition is imposed on Gi to achieve this. 
Let q be a state of Mi which contains items with both distinguished and nondistin- 
guished instances of the same nonterminal B after the dot. Let [A ---f PI.Bj32, {a}] 
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and [A’ --) a{.B&, {a’}] be the items. If we can ensure that as soon as the re- 
duction to B is performed, the next symbols on the input are different for the dis- 
tinguished and nondistinguished cases then we can use them to decide which case 
it is. Clearly, the condition necessary for this is FIRST@&) n FIRST(@‘) = 0. 
Thus when a reduction to B is performed, and if c is the next symbol on the in- 
put, if c E FIRST&a), the level-l parser assumes the instance of B is nondis- 
tinguished, else if c E FIRST(&z’) the level-l parser deduces that the symbol is 
distinguished. 
A question that naturally arises at this stage is: Why is it not necessary to differentiate 
between distinguished and nondistinguished instances of terminals after the dot, in 
the same state? In the case of a nondistinguished terminal, the control word itself 
is E and is immediately reduced to S2; in the distinguished case, E is a preJix of a 
control word which begins at this distinguished terminal. To be consistent, the state 
of I& reached after reducing to S,, i.e., pd, should encode the E associated with a 
nondistinguished terminal, whereas the start state pl should encode the E associated 
with a distinguished terminal. However we will always omit the action of making the 
transition from pl to JQ on 5’2 (the last step in the parse of a string in L(GF)); this 
does not affect the correctness of the parsing in any way, as the state of A42 associated 
with a nondistinguished terminal does not have any further role to play in the parsing 
process. Consequently both distinguished and nondistinguished terminals are treated 
uniformly during parsing. 
We now state the ELR( 1) condition. 
Definition 15. A two-level grammar G = (Cl, G2) is ELR( 1) iff the following condi- 
tions hold: 
(i) GI is LR(1). 
(ii) GF is LR(l). 
(iii) If M contains any state with a pair of two-level items of the form ([I : 
A -+ PI . BP2, {a}],[C + at . ~2, {6}]) and ([1’ : A’ --f /?i . s/?i, {a’}], [C’ -+ LY{. 
c$,{b’}]) then FIRST(P2a) n FIRST(Bia’) = 4. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) rule out shift or reduce conflicts in G1 and GF. Condition (iii) 
rules out any ambiguity regarding the ends of control words. Note that FIRST(bza) is 
the FOLLOW set for the particular instance of B in the production A + ,8,BB2 and 
FIRST(&a’) is that for the instance of B in the production A’ + BiBpi. If parsing 
actions are possible in both MI and M2 at any point in the parse, by convention the 
parsing actions in Mz are carried out first, This is to mimic the actions in a drm 
derivation. 
We are now in a position to describe the parser. The parser is essentially a sim- 
ulator for a bottom-up embedded pushdown automaton first proposed in [lo]. The 
parser PARSER for a two-level grammar G = (Gi, Gz) is driven by the ACTION 
and GOT0 tables and works with an embedded stack. PARSER uses some precomputed 
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information defined below: 
1. Let q be a state of Mi which has nondistinguished nonterminals appearing imme- 
diately after the dot in at least one item. Let Ai be a right-hand-side instance of nonter- 
minal A and let FOLLOW(Ai) be a restriction of the set FOLLOW(A) to that instance. 
For any instance Ai after the dot in q let NON(Ai) = true if the instance is nondistin- 
guished. Define FOLLOW,(A) = Ui FOLLOW(&) for all i such that NON(Ai) = true. 
This set collects all symbols that could appear next on the input whenever a transition 
on a nondistinguished instance of A is made from this state. The sets FOLLOW,(A) 
are computed for all states and nondistinguished nonterminals appearing after the dot. 
2. A state of I& is said to be a pre-accept state if that state contains at least one 
complete item with a symbol $ in the lookahead. All pre-accept states are marked. 
3. STATUS is defined to be a function with a state of Mi , say q and a nonterminal 
of Gi, say A as its arguments. Its value could be B, N or it could be undefined. 
STATUS(q,A) is B where B stands for “both”, if q contains at least two items, one 
with an A following the dot and the other with an k following the dot. STATUS(q,A) 
is N where N stands for nondistinguished, if there is at least one item in q with an A 
following the dot but no item with an k following the dot. STATUS(q,A) is undefined 
otherwise. 
At any instant of time the parser PARSER is either 
1. simulating PARSER,, an LR( 1) parser for Gi, being governed by TABLE,, the 
ACTION table for Gi, 
2. simulating PARSER*, an LR( 1) parser for GF, being governed by TABLE2, the 
ACTION table for GF, 
3. performing a synchronizing action. 
Therefore, it suffices to maintain just TABLE, and TABLEI. PARSER must decide 
when each of the above actions must be chosen. The choice is made based on the value 
of the following five-tuple C = (q, p, bufl, buf2,Jlag) where (q, p) is the state M 
currently is in, bufl contains the current input symbol and buf2 is either empty or 
contains the most recently emitted label. jag is set whenever the most recent transition 
while simulating A41 is on a nondistinguished nonterminal and is otherwise reset. 
1. If buf2 is nonempty, PARSER simulates PARSERz. 
2. If buf2 is empty andJag is reset, PARSER simulates PARSERi. The shift action 
while simulating PARSER, is just that of PARSER1 itself augmented by shifting the 
symbol p1 (start state of M2) on the level-2 stack which effectively resets the finite 
control of PARSERz. The reduce action is expanded to include the following steps: 
(i) The right-hand side of the production involved, say I : A + c(, is popped off the 
parsing stack, exposing state q. 
(ii) If ((STATUS(q,A) = B and bufl E FOLLOWq (A)) or STATUS(q,A) = N) 
then jag is set. 
(iii) The state reached from q on the transition on the left-hand-side symbol of the 
production is pushed on to the stack and the associated label on to buf2. 
3. If buf2 is empty, Jag is set and q is a pre-accept state, then the action emit $, 
a synchronizing action, is performed. This action puts $ into buf2 marking the end of 
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a word of GF. The $ causes the completion of pending reductions in GF. The action 
emit $ also includes resetting jag. 
4. While PARSER simulates PARSERz, the final reduction made for every control 
word, i.e., the reduction to &, differs from the other previous reductions. It involves 
popping the right-hand side of the production off the stack and replacing the $ in buf2 
by E. 
The following situations capture completely all the different values of the five-tuple 
C governing the actions of parser PARSER. The symbols used are defined as follows: 
q is any state of Ml, a is any input symbol, qN is any state of h!l entered on a 
nonterminal, p is any state of M2, ppa is any pre-accept state of Mz, 1 E L U {$} and 
* represents any legal entry. 
1. If C = (q, *,a, E, 0) then action of PARSER is TABLEi(q,a) (with shifts and 
reductions modified as described above). 
2. If C = (*, p, *, I, *) then action of PARSER is TABLEz(p, I). 
3. If C = (qN, ppa, *,E, 1) then action of PARSER is emit $. 
4. All other actions are error. 
The ACTION tables TABLE, and TABLE2 and also the GOT0 tables are given in 
Table 4. The GOT0 table for A41 also specifies the value of the function STATUS for 
each state-nonterminal pair. 
The embedded stack with which the parser PARSER works is now described It 
can be viewed as a stack of stacks, the operations on it being similar to those on the 
embedded stack of the BEPDA [lo]. The inner stacks are called the level-l stacks 
and the outer stack, a level-2 stack. Each level-l stack encodes a pair (B, a) where 
B is a nonterminal of Gi and tl is its associated controlling form, but the order of 
elements in the pair is reversed in the stack. Thus (&cc) is encoded as the stack 
[&I, the top of stack being at the right end. All the level-l stacks encoding pairs 
whose first member is distinguished are unbounded stacks as the second member is a 
viable prefix of GF whose length, in general, is unbounded. A reduction on the level-2 
stack replaces a string of the form [BiXi] [B&2]. . [ct&]. . . [BJ,] by [MIA] where 
l:AiX,X2...~i...X,isaproductionofG,andBj=S2ifX,~N,andBj=~ 
if X, E Ti for all j other than i. Thus only one unbounded stack is involved in a 
reduction, and the unbounded stack is (n - i) level-l stacks below the topmost level-l 
stack, i.e., at a fixed depth below the top. 
It is clear that the type of moves the parser PARSER makes are shift and reduce in 
Gi, shift and reduce in GF, emit $ and accept. Of these, all but emit $ and accept affect 
the stack. The stack changes during these moves illustrated in Fig. 6 are as follows: 
shift in G1: A level-l stack encoding the pair (a,~) where a is the symbol shifted is 
pushed on top of the level-2 stack. 
reduce in G1 : Let the reduction in Gi be by production 1 : A ---f XI ji . X,,. 
The distinguished symbol Xi is the topmost symbol of the unbounded level-l stack 
involved in the reduction. n - i bounded level-l stacks above and i - 1 bounded 
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Table 4 
319 
The ACTION and GOT0 tables for GI and G; 
TABLE TABLE? 
GOT0 table for MI GOT0 table for M2 
level- I stacks below the unbounded level-l stack are popped. The topmost symbol 
of the unbounded level-l stack (which is now the topmost Ievel-I stack) is popped. 
The symbol A is pushed on top of the unbounded stack. 1 is put into buf2. 
shift in GF: The top symbol, say A, of the topmost level-l stack is replaced by IA 
where 1 is the symbol to be shifted in GF. 
reduce in Gf: A fixed length string c~4 on top of the topmost level-l stack is replaced 
by a pair of symbols BA if B + ct is the production in Gf by which a reduction 
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Reduce in G1 : 
jby production 1 : A + X1 _fi X,) 
Il*/t. 
Shift in Gf : 
B3 = Sz if X, is a nonterminal 
= E if X, is a terminal 
j E {l,..., 1:-1,i+1,..., n} 
Reduce in Gf : 
(by production A -t Y) 
Fig. 6. Stack changes during parser moves (lookheads are displayed below the stack.) 
has been made. The topmost symbol A remains unchanged because it is a sym- 
bol of GI and the handle cx of GT is found just beneath A. When this reduction 
happens to be the last one before a word of GF has been recog&ed, the senten- 
rial form of GF beneath the topmost symbol of the topmost ~evzl-I stack has been 
reduced to Sz, the start symbol of Gt. In this case, the luff-hand-side symbol is 
nap pushed on stack as is done for the other reductiqms, but (he lo&ahead $ is 
<ILdrLd. 
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The parser PARSER, accepts the language L(G,) and PARSER2 accepts L(GT) 
Thus if the beginnings and ends of control words are correctly identified PARSER 
can be said to be correct. The beginning of a control word is automatically identified 
by associating every terminal of G, (a leaf in the derivation tree) with the start state 
PARSER] of M2. The end is recognized in four steps: 
1. Deducing that a transition on a nonterminal in A41 corresponds to a nondistin- 
guished right-hand-side instance. This is achieved by checking the next input symbol 
and ensuring that ir is in the set that can follow a nondistinguished instance. If this 
condition is satisfied, ,&g is set. 
2. The reduction to a nondistinguished nonterminal results in the emission of a label. 
The processing of this label by I& should lead it to a pre-accept state - indicating that 
A42 is ready to accept If this is consistent with Ml’s state. 
3. PARSER, sjgnals lhal acceptance by M2 is consistent with its state by emlumg 
a $ and clearmg Juy. 
4. PARSER2 accepts by perf~rmmg all reductions on $, popping of Ihe rjghr-hand 
side and then finally clearmg bu/l. 
The parsing algorithm 
Let ST be the parsing stack. The symbols Shift1 (Shift2) and Red1.i (Red2.1) KI 
the algorithm mean a shift on a symbol of G1 (GF) and a reductian by produc- 
tion i (j) of G, (~7:). During parsing, the states of MI and A42 are stacked KI- 
stead of symbols of G, and GF. ADVANCE is a function which advances the input 
pointer. 
begin 
ST := [[PI 571jl; 
bujl := first input symbol; 
buf2 := E; 
repeat forevex 
q := topmosl symbol of topmost level-l stack; 
p -= second symbol of topmost level-l stack; 
flQ9 = 0, 
Shift1: Push [ pt GOTO (q, h&l)] on ST; 
bu/l .= ADVANCE (input pointer); 
Red1.i: Let production i of G1 be 1 : A --+X,X2. .J$ . .X,,; 
Pop n - k level-l stacks; 
Pap k - L level-l stacks below the topmost level-l stack; 
Replace topmost symbol of the topmost level-l stack by the first component 
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of GOT0 (qk,A) where qk is the topmost symbol of the level-l stack below 
the topmost level-l stack and place 2 in buf2; 
zy((STATUS(qk,A) = B and bufl E FOLLOWqk (A)) or STATUS(qk,A) 
=N) 
then jag is set; 
Shift2: Replace the topmost symbol, say X, of the topmost level-l stack by 
buf2X and clear buf2; I* The viable prefix of GF below X is now extended 
by buf2 *I 
Red2.j: Let production j of Gt be B + YI . . Y, and X be the top symbol 
of the topmost level-l stack; 
Pop m + 1 symbols off the topmost level-l stack; 
if exposed state is p1 and buf2 = $ I* PARSER2 is ready to accept. *I 
then begin 
clear buf2; 
Push X; 
end 
else Push GOTO(pk, B)X on the topmost level-l stack where pk is the 
exposed state; 
emit $: begin 
buf2 := $; 
jag := 0; 
end 
accept: accept and terminate parse; 
others: error; 
end; 
end; 
end. 
Let us briefly examine the space requirements of the algorithm. The preceding dis- 
cussion indicates that it suffices to store the LR parsing tables for Gi and Gt, their 
entries being interpreted as described earlier. In order that each parsing action be car- 
ried out in constant time it suffices to maintain pointers to the tops of all level-l stacks. 
Thus an additional list of stack pointers is required, the length of the list being that of 
the viable prefix of GI. 
A trace of the parsing algorithm is shown in Table 5 for string abbccdbc belonging 
to the grammar in Example 2. The states refer to the DFA states in Figs. 7 and 8. 
Initially the stack contains [[p1,ql]] and the buffer contains (a,~). 
We now argue, informally, that the parsing algorithm is deterministic. As long as the 
parser PARSER is simulating PARSER, or PARSER2, it proceeds deterministically, as 
both are LR( 1) parsers. We argue that setting and clearing flag and emitting a $ are 
also deterministic actions. jag is set whenever we have made a transition in Mi on a 
nonterminal whose right-hand-side instance in an item in a state of Mi is deduced to 
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Table 5 
A trace of the parsing algorithm for abbccdbc 
Unexpended i/p Action Stack contents after action Buffer contents after action 
abbccdbc 
bbccdbc 
hccdbc 
cdbc 
cdbc 
cdbc 
dhc 
dhc 
dbc 
bc 
be 
bc 
bc 
c 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
% 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
shift1 
shift1 
shift1 
shift1 
redl.3 
shift2 
shift1 
redl.2 
shift2 
shift I 
redl.1 
red2.3 
shift2 
shift1 
shift1 
redl.3 
shift2 
emit $ 
red2.3 
red2.1 
red1 .O 
red2.2 
shift2 
emit 5 
red2.0 
accept 
(b, c) 
(b, ~1 
(GC) 
(c,c) 
cc, 13) 
(G&I 
(d,c) 
Cd> 12) 
Cdl:) 
(he) 
(b, 11) 
(b> 11) 
(b, 1;) 
(C>C) 
6 c) 
6 13) 
@,c) 
(k$) 
($>$I 
($,c) 
c&lo) 
($, 10) 
t&c) 
ck$) 
($,I:) 
be nondistinguished by looking at the next input symbol. Since the third of the ELR( 1) 
conditions implies that the sets of input symbols following right-hand-side distinguished 
and nondistinguished instances (respectively) are disjoint for all such instances of pairs 
in the same state of MI, PARSER can deterministically decide whether to set Jag or 
not. Emission of $ by PARSER is performed only when M2 is in a pre-accept state 
and flag is set, so there is no ambiguity about this action. 
The relationship between the parser and a rightmost derivation sequence is captured 
by the following theorem. Let a configuration of the parser be defined by (bufferl, 
bufSer2, unexpended input, embedded stack contents). Define binary relations F-, c on 
configurations in the usual way. 
Theorem 4.2. $ld & czd by rules of drm dericution $f there is a sequence of 
moues ((c, E), zd, [[II) h(d, II ), E, [hl) where 
l czd is the input string, 
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21 + s,: {E} 
5 
fll 
Zl --t .Sl& (-4 46 
lo : S1 -+ .AA,{$} lo : S1 + A.A,{$} 
ll:A+.alid,{a,b) . A ,_ 
G75 
l1 : A -+ .aAd,{$} 
l2 : A -+ .b& {a, b} l2 : A + .b.&, {$} - A ~0: s1 + AA.,($) 
E3 : A + .&, {u, b} 
J 
a 
I, : A + a.$ (a, b, c, d, $} ._!_. 12: A-b.A: {a,b,c,d,$} 
Q II : A + .asid, idI 
ES: _&ix, {n,b,c,d,$} 
f2 : A + .b& 
;:; 
n l1 : A + .alid, 
” 
l3 : A - .bc, l2 : A --t .b.&, i”j 
l3 : A + .bc, c 
A 
A c 
43 
II : A + aA.d,{a, b, c, d, Is} 99 r18 
l2 : A + bA.c,{a, b, c, d, $} 13: A-&., (a,b,c,d,$} 
d 
r;l 
c 
Q4 
II: A-+nAd.,{a,b,c,d,$} QIO 
12 : A --t b&.,{a, b, c, d, %} 
Fig. 7. DFA recognizing viable prefixes of G1, 
l $1 is an intermediate conJguration (ZC), 
l I, E L u {E,$}, 
l and ll/lS = [[YlAl]. . . [/IAm]] if $1 = (Al, YI) (AA,,/311 Iy$) with Yj being the con- 
trolling form associated with A,, 1 <j <m, y E L* 
Hence PI, S2j a w ifs ((8, cl, ~a, [[II) ; CC&, I,&, HS2S1 II>. 
The proof is by induction and is given in the appendix. 
Next, we state the theorem proving that the parser PARSER has a time complexity 
linear in the size of the input. 
Theorem 4.3. The parsing algorithm for G = (G,, Gz), satisfying the ELR( 1) condi- 
tions accepts a string w belonging to L(G) in time linear in the length of w. 
Proof (Outline). Let 1~1 = n. The parser PARSER while parsing w, emits O(n) la- 
bels since these labels are emitted at each reduction of G* while PARSER simulates 
PARSERI. Each label corresponds to a node in the derivation tree, and since control 
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Fig. 8. DFA recognizing viable prefixes of FJ 
words have node disjoint paths, the total length of all control words is O(n), which 
implies that there are at most O(n) control words. Each control word has one additional 
action associated with it, namely emit $ requiring constant time. Therefore, the total 
parsing time is the time taken by PARSER (simulating PARSER, ) to parse w plus the 
time taken by PARSER (simulating PARSER:!) to parse control words of total length 
O(n). Hence the theorem. 
The calid prejx property 
We next illustrate the fact that the parser does not satisfy the valid prefix property. 
(As mentioned earlier, this is a consequence of the fact that the DFA that controls the 
parser recognizes a larger set than the set of viable prefixes.) 
Example 16. Consider the grammar of Example 2 with the parser described 
earlier and the input string w = abcdbc. The moves of the parser are shown below. 
Initial buffer contents are (a, E) and stack contents are [[p1ql]] (see Table 6). Note 
that abc is not a valid prefix, but the error is detected only after d is 
consumed. 
Next we give an example to illustrate that condition 3 of Definition 13 is not a 
sufficient condition to maintain the valid prefix property. (Clearly, it is a necessary 
condition). The example below illustrates this. 
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Table 6 
A trace of the parsing algorithm for abcdbc 
Unexpended i/p Action Stack Contents After Action Buffer contents after action 
abcdbc 
bcdbc 
cdbc 
dbc 
dbc 
dbc 
bc 
be 
shift1 
shift1 
shift1 
redl.3 
shift2 
shift1 
red1.l 
error 
(b, E) 
(c, E) 
(d,c) 
cd> 13 ) 
(d> c) 
(b, E) 
(b> 11) 
Fig. 9. Derivation tree for w = aabbaa. 
Example 17. Consider the grammar (G,, G2) with productions 
G, : 
G2” : 
1, : s1 --+ aS,a 
s, -+ E 
I2 : SI + b&b 
S, --f 13T 
l3 : S, --f bi, 
T + IIT 
T +E 
and the input string w = aabbaa. The derivation tree in Gi for w is displayed in Fig.9. 
Condition 3 is satisfied at the first three leaves even though a, aa, aab are not valid 
prefixes. 
The example above illustrates that even if condition 3 is satisfied for each item pair 
valid for every prefix of an IC, the IC need not be an EVP. It appears that in order 
that a parser for (Gl,Gz), satisfy the valid prefix property, the level-l parser needs 
the ability to predict labels rather than output them at reductions. For instance, in the 
previous example, a could be detected as an invalid prefix if the label Ii could be 
predicted and detected as an invalid prefix of L(G2) as soon as the a was seen.Thus 
any symbol which is the leftmost symbol of the yield of a subtree of a parse tree of Gi, 
which is not going to lead to a successful parse in (Gl, Gz), should immediately flag 
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an error. One possible choice of such a parser is a combination of an LL( 1) parser for 
Gt at level 1 and an LR(l) parser for G2 (not G,“) at level 2. The derivation sequence 
traced by such a parser would be a combination of a leftmost derivation for Gi at 
level 1 and a rightmost derivation in reverse at level 2 for G2. A second possibility is 
to have an LR( 1) parser at level 1 which predicts labels. In such a case there may be 
more than one label predicted for each input (as the grammar may not necessarily be 
LL( 1)). The parser at level 2 would need to simultaneously handle several predicted 
strings in L(G2), followed by a conjrmation of one of them, and would need to be 
considerably more complex than an LR( 1) parser (perhaps an extended Earley parser). 
The technique requires further study. Whereas the first possibility suggests a linear time 
strategy, it is possible that the second requires nonlinear time. 
5. Conclusions 
Deterministic parsing techniques for two-level grammars have been studied in detail, 
and extensions of LL( 1) and LR( 1) parsers have been proposed for two-level grammars. 
The algorithms are efficient in both space and time. 
A drawback of the extended LR( 1) technique proposed is that it does not satisfy 
the valid prefix property. Any purely bottom-up technique that attempts to satisfy this 
property appears to require a much more complex algorithm than the one reported here. 
Trying to design such an algorithm would be an interesting extension to this work. 
Another interesting problem is concerned with the relationship between the class of 
languages parsable using the LR-style parser of Schabes and Vijay-Shanker [lo] and 
the class associated with the ELR( 1) parsers described here. The strategies are totally 
different, and it is not clear as to what the relationship between the classes is. 
Finally the parsing methods described here can be easily extended to define determin- 
istic parsers for k-level grammars described in [ 161 and reformulated in [ 171. Parsing 
strategies for general k-level grammars have been proposed in [7] and have time com- 
plexity 0(n3.*‘-’ ). It appears that the ELL( 1) and ELR( 1) strategies proposed here can 
be extended to k-levels and will yield parsers of time complexity 0(2k+‘n) [5]. 
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Appendix 
Theorem 4.2. $1 d & czd by rules of Arm derivation ifs there is a sequence of moves 
(Cc, &),zd, [[II 1 r ((4 21)~ E, [hl> +dwre 
w czd is the input string, 
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l $1 is an intermediate configuration (IC), 
l 1, E L u {E,$}, 
l and $lS = [[Y,Al] . . . [/IAm]] if $1 = (Al, Yl) (Am,/311 ly%) with Yj being the con- 
trolling form associated with Aj, 1 6 j <m, y E L*. 
Proof. Zf By induction on k, the number of parsing actions. 
Basis. On zero parsing actions, the parser moves from ((b,~),xaw, [[I]) to ((b, E),xaw, 
[[I]) where b = FIRST(x). Since xaw ==f% xaw, the statement holds for the base case. 
Induction. Assume that the hypothesis holds for all kdn. Let ((a, Z),w, [&I) be a 
configuration of the parser reached after n steps. Thus $a & xa where x is the prefix 
of the input string, consumed in n steps, 
Case 1 : If the (n + 1)th step is the shift of a symbol of Gi, then I = E. Hence 
there is a move ((a,&), w, [&I) F ((a’,&), w’, [&[&a]]) where w = a’w’. Thus the drm 
derivation valid after IE steps is valid after IZ + 1 steps as well. 
Case 2 : If the (n + 1)th step is a reduction in Gi, then I/& has a handle of Gi as 
suffix. In this case 1 is E and $$ is of the form 
where 
5 = & if Xj is a nonterminal 
=E if Xj is a terminal, j E {l,..., i-l,i+l,..., n} 
Therefore the (n + 1)th move of the parser is from ((a,E),w, [I+$[Y~XIJ.. . [fiXi]. 
[Y,J,J]) to ((a, Z),w, [$$[pA]]) where 1 : A + XI . .Ti .. .X,, E PI. From the con- 
struction rules we can infer that there is a drm derivation step $‘(A,/?Zly$)a =+ 
~‘(x,,Yl)‘.‘(xi,Pl~U%).~.(~,,Y,) a and hence a derivation sequence $‘(A, PZi y$)a =% 
xa. 
Case 3 : If the (n+ 1)th step is the shift of a symbol of Gt, then 1 # F and & is of the 
form $#A]. Thus the parser moves from ((a, l), w, [&‘[pA]]) to ((a, E), w, [$~[~ZA]]). 
The drm derivation valid after n steps is valid here as well. 
Case 4 : If the (n + 1 )th step is a reduction in GT, then & must contain a level-2 
handle on the topmost level-l stack, I # E and & is of the form $#yA] where y is 
a level-2 handle and A is a nonterminal of Gi. 
Therefore the (n + 1)th move of the parser is from ((a, I), W, [&@yA]]) to ((a, 1), W, 
[&![/IBA]]) where B ---f y E PI. The IC corresponding to the parser configuration 
after the (n+ 1)th move is $‘{A, jQ?lly$)a. By rules of drm derivation, this IC derives 
$‘(A, pyll y$)a which is the one which corresponds to the previous parser configuration 
and which, by inductive hypothesis, derives xa. 
Case 5 : If the (n + 1 )th step is the emission of a $, then there is no change in the 
stack contents but a $ is put into the level-2 lookahead. Therefore the parser moves 
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from ((a, E), w, [I+$]) to ((a, $), w, [$$I) The drm derivation valid for the n-step case is 
still valid. 
Only i$ By induction on the length of the derivation sequence. 
Basis. xaw & xaw in zero steps. Since ((b, E),XZW, [[I]) trivially moves to ((b,~),xaw, 
[[I]), where b = FIRST(x), the base case is satisfied. 
Induction. Assume that the hypothesis holds for derivations of length upto n. Let 
$0 & xa in (n + 1) steps. 
Case 1: If the first step is an expansion at level 1, then $a is of the form $‘(A, BZl 
$$)a where ply is a sentential form of GF with /3 either equal to 6 or ending in a 
label. 
$‘(A, BZlJ4a 
where Yi = Sz if Xj is a nonterminal 
= & if Xj is a terminal 
& xa 
By induction hypothesis, the parser moves from ((b, c),xaw, [[I]) to ((a, E), w, [&‘[YIXI] 
[/3X] . . . [Y,&]] where b = FIRST(x). Now the parser performs a reduction at level 
1 moving to ((a, Z), w, [$i[flA]]) where 1 : A + Xl . .gi . .X,, E PI. This corresponds 
to the IC $‘(A,flZjy$)a. 
Case 2: If the first step is an expansion at level 2, then $r is of the form $‘(A,flBZj 
yS)u where BBly is a sentential form of Gf and Z # E. 
$‘(A, PBZl.v$)a 
===+ $‘(A,fiZ, .‘.z/(zlya)u 
where B + Z1 . . Zk E P2 
& xu 
By induction hypothesis, the parser moves from ((b,&),xuw, [[I]) to ((a, I), w, [~,$[pZl 
ZkA]]) where b = FIRST(x). Now the parser performs a reduction at level 2 on 
lookahead Z moving to ((a, I), w, [$i[/?BA]]). This corresponds to the IC $‘(A,fiBZl 
y$)a. 
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